Rules for Use of Building
1. All parents are to be held responsible for their own children.
A. Children are not allowed to disrespect other people’s children, families, property, etc. If you are supervising your
child this should not be an issue.
B. If you have a problem with someone else’s child, please bring it to the attention of that child’s parent.
C. If that parent does not handle the situation, or the situation is recurring, please bring it to my attention. We must
create an environment of mutual respect for each other and the facilities.
2. All parents are to be with their children at all times.
A. Bathroom trips must be supervised by parent or another competent person.
B. This includes when children are outside.
EXCEPTION: if there is a craft or activity which other people are leading and child is old enough to be held accountable for his/her behavior. If their behavior is not appropriate, the child will be returned to parent because,
ultimately, all parents are to be held responsible for their children.
3. Everyone must be respectful of building and the others using it.
A. While inside, there is to be no running, shouting, bouncing of balls, horseplay, etc.
B. No loitering in hallways; EVERYONE must be in a room. This includes no hanging around fish tank.
C. Enter and exit building quietly and through the front door only.
4. Classrooms are to be left as they were found.
A. Rearranging is fine as long as tables and chairs are returned to their proper homes when done.
B. If we eat or do messy crafts:
i. All tables wiped
ii. All floors swept
iii. All trash emptied
5. When outdoors, we must still respect St. Teresa’s property and programs.
A. We are still responsible for our own children.
B. We must still accompany our children at all times.
C. We may use the playground equipment and sports equipment properly.
D. No climbing on the outside of the playground equipment.
i. No hanging from nets, basketball goals, etc.
ii. No bouncing balls on outside of building.
iii. No children may go around construction or down embankment on backside of property.
E. If a child needs to use restroom, a parent may take that child inside to potty. Then the parent is to accompany the
child back to playground.
F. No one shall play in, on or around the columbarium. We need to show respect for the deceased interred there.
**Everyone is required to follow the rules to participate in our functions. These are all rules that have been brought to my attention by the St. Teresa’s staff. They may be amended as necessary. If a family is unable to follow the rules, that family may be
asked to leave. So please, follow the rules!!
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